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Challenge: 
To install a new 4K HD CCTV system while 
working in a high paced environment 
while working with the current CCTV 
analogue system in place. 

Solution:
Installation of new HD CCTV system 
throughout the site with a specialist 
feature to install CCTV cameras on each 
lighting arm looking into each vehicle 
loading stock, for audit purpose.  To install
a complete new standalone CCTV network 
throughout the site with wall data 
cabinets connected via fiber and 
terminated and using LSZH CAT5 cabling 
throughout.

Europe's leading worldwide distributor Headlam recently underwent a facelift on their CCTV system in Solihull, 
Birmingham.   

Sonic Security Services Ltd  were approached by Headlam and quoted against 2 other suppliers for the upgrade 
of the system.  We were successfully awarded the upgrade through our design and coverage using Dahua’s 
extensive camera range, including their 180 degree coverage cameras and 4K and 5mp camera range. 

We also provided the Headlam with a bespoke feature at their request to install cameras onto their lighting 
arms to show stock loaded into the vans.  

A complete new standalone CCTV network was introduced to the site with fiber connections between each 
cabinet and managed PoE switches, connecting back to the server room into a new 128 channel NVR. 

HD IP CCTV was added to enhance site coverage for health and safety using 4K CCTV cameras from Dahua.  
Along with encoding of some existing cameras onto the new IP Platform.  The customer is now able to manage
and review the cameras via network connection and also smartphone/web browser connection.
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